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The advantage of the altitude dial was of course, that it did not
require orientation with the meridian, a fact which madeit equally
attractive to the Egyptians and to Bede, 'Whodrew up a chart giving the
length of a 6ft vertical gnomonat 9 a.m., noon, and 3 p.m. throughout
the year at a latitude of 55°. However,in the ingenious way I have
described, the Romansdid overcomethe great obstacle which impededthe
developmentof the portable direction dial until reliable compassneedles
becamecommonin the sixteenth century, and, in doing so, they devised
an instrument which, in accuracy and ease of calibration, was the equal
of any knownportable al ti tude . dial and scarcely inferior to the Skaphe,
the very commOnfixed dial. In view of this, it is SOJD8'Whatsurprising
that dials like this one are so rare. Certainly in an age like the
Renaissance, whentime measurementaroused such interest and wheningenuity
was in itself a virtue, such an instrument wouldhave been greatly valued.
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Whilst attention was fixed on the Mitre Yard and Old Vicarage Allotment
sites an important find was madeon the Vicarage Field at a point close to
Professor Jones' western rampart section of 1971. This consisted of a coin
of Gratianus (367-383A.D.) and a Romanlead seal, not necessarily in direct
association. The seal was given to the Museumby MrRoss of Heysham. It is
in the form of a rough oval (17_ x l5mm)on one face and bears the letters
IPD; the other face being extruded to a rectangular bar with the letters
ALSimpressed upon it. A line running partially across the surface at right
angles to the bar maybe the remains of a wire over which the seal had been
placed or mayperhaps represent a joint in the material being sealed.

Objects similar to this were found at Brough-under-Stainmoreand were
discussed in CW~I P 104-125by Protessor lan Richaond. He suggested
that they were used to seal important supplies or produce, handled by the
military network, with Broughas a route centre. The fact that the le.ncaster
exampleis stampedon both sid.s makesit seemlikely that both sides were
visible and that the object to be sealed was fiat and fairly thin, perhaps
an official despatch on wax-surtaced woodentablets.

The lettering presents certain dirficw. ties; AISalmost certainly stands
tor Ala Sebosiana, the only definitely established Romangarrison of 1encaster,
but IPDis not easily understood. Onanalogy with other seals the Dmay
stand for Decurio (troop collllll8nderin the canlry) in which case IP are his
initials. Alternatively the whole _y be an official abbreviation of which
we have no knowledge.
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